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The presentation today

• Based on an article entitled Communicating corporate
social responsibility in the in-flight magazines, co-authored
with Ivan Berazhny

• We studied corporate social responsibility in Blue Wings,
the in-flight magazine of Finnair

• Until mid-2012, Blue Wings was a bilingual magazine,
which included content in Finnish and English



Languages of Finland

• Finland has two official languages: Finnish (4.86m)
and Swedish (290k)

• Cities, streets and districts have Finnish and Swedish
names: e.g. Helsinki/Helsingfors, Kallio/Bergh̊all

• All citizens have the right to be served in their first
language in governmental and municipal services



Bilingual documents

• Having two official languages requires producing a
wealth of documents – either mono- or bilingual

• Designing effective bilingual documents would likely
benefit from the input of multimodal research (theories
and methods) and information design (experiments)

• What we identified in the in-flight magazines was
that bilingual pages would often exhibit a design
we termed layout symmetry
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• We first noticed symmetry in the spatial placement of
content, that is, a kind of ‘mirrored’ layout
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Layout symmetry

• We first noticed symmetry in the spatial placement of
content, that is, a kind of ‘mirrored’ layout

• Subsequently, we also identified symmetries in the
hierarchical organisation of the content

• The Finnish content would have an English counterpart in
a contrasting position in the content hierarchy





Recycling symbol

Item #1

Muovitarjotin pestään 
ja käytetään uudelleen

Plastic trays are
washed for re-use

4



Blue Wings, March 2010
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• Four steps to reach the root node in the hierarchy

• Symmetry occurs at the terminal level of the hierarchy

• Limited spatial mirroring in the layout
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CSR content

Column #1

List (English)

aluminium cans and clear 
plastic cans are recycled

Column #2

List (Finnish)

alumiinitölkkien ja kirkkaiden 
muovipullojen materiaali kierrätetään



Blue Wings, October 2010
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CSR content

Column #1

List (English)

aluminium cans and clear 
plastic cans are recycled

Column #2

List (Finnish)

alumiinitölkkien ja kirkkaiden 
muovipullojen materiaali kierrätetään

• Just two steps to reach the root node

• Mirrors increasingly large parts of the layout hierarchy

• Also mirrors the positioning of elements in the layout



What explains layout symmetry?

• What does layout symmetry signal to the reader?

• We suggest that layout symmetry signals the reader that
the bilingual linguistic content is semantically equivalent
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symmetry equivalence

Note that this discourse semantic interpretation applies to the
entire layout, not its individual parts.



What explains layout symmetry?

• What does layout symmetry signal to the reader?

• We suggest that layout symmetry signals the reader that
the bilingual linguistic content is semantically equivalent

• Our hypothesis could be easily tested experimentally



A few more examples and a redesign ...









Further questions

• Is layout symmetry limited to print media? Digital media
does not present all content at once, but re-renders the
document in a different language.

• Localisation and the reuse of images: what kinds of
images occur in bilingual documents and how do they
relate to the linguistic content?



Thank you for your attention!


